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The ”WHAT’S NEW” E g a. t. ij c e

NEW STUFF FOR HDDS AND CP/M USERS 
by

A. Stapher
Chief Editorial Assistant

A couple months back Darrell Pelan of Micronics Technology 
sent us two discs containing his new H89 Modem Program, "MT 
Modem". We’ve never been satisfied with HUG’s MAPLE program 
documentation, so we immediately checked out both MT discs on 
CompuServe (CIS). To our joy both HDDS and CPM version ran 
identically well! They are oblivious to most Hayes-type 
modem commands (for example, you don’t have to enter three 
+++ marks when you’re ready to disconnect from CIS at a 
session end). We didn’t have a chance to check out how they 
handle file transfers, but they both have buffer capacity of 
about 32,000 bits (roughly 4 text pages). MT Modem isn’t yet 
completed (we received a development version) so we didn't 
try anything fancy with it. 8ut we feel there should be some 
kind of non-destructive on-screen "help" file included in 
this program as it’s so easy to lose or misplace a hardcopy 
instruction sheet. Darrell says he expects to have a later 
version on sale quite soon. This program is expected to sell 
for about $18, either in HDOS or CP/M version. Contact 
Darrell Pelan at 205-244-1597, M-F, 9am-5pm Eastern Time.

We also found a couple CP/M utility discs in our mail late 
last month sent us by Tom Bohon out in Olympia, WA for 
evaluation. We checked them out and think that Tom and his 
programmer associates have something worthwhile here! The 
utilities are designed to run on H8s, H/Z89s, H/Z90s, and 
ZlOOs and come on standard 40trk soft-sector discs. User 
instructions are contained in a file on each disc in WordStar 
"document mode" but can be read with CP/M’s TYPE function on 
the terminal screen. They can also be sent to your printer 
via LIST as hard copy.

Disc One is a collection of file-manipulation and hardware 
control utilities called TexToolS. There are twelve separate 
programs, each of which provides a different service to help 
operators more efficiently manage their computer systems. 
These files are small and FAST. They do not have any special 
hardware requirements other than a line printer. These files 
allow you to easily and quickly

restructure text line length 
clear the screen

remove trailing blanks and tabs from text 
locate differences between two files 

add line numbers to a file during copy operation 
convert a text file to all upper or all lower case letters 

send a form-feed (page eject) to your printer

Some example (.DAT) files are included for you to practice 
on while you learn how the TexToolS utilities work.

Disc Two has a very useful utility named KEYWORD. Tms 
neat utility lets you use your favorite editor or word pro
cessor to create very simple ASCII-only "free-form databases" 
from which you can retrieve facts and figures on any subject 
contained in them in a matter of seconds. Not only can you 
retrieve data, but you can insert, add, or delete data from 
these database files at will. Also you can manipulate the 
data by proper selection of your own keywords. According to 
Tom, KEYWORD is fast, simple to use, ano a real time-saver 
for any computer user because it isn’t necessary to learn a 
new language to use it! (Watch for a rundown Real Soon Now.)

As with TexToolS, KEYWORD runs on any standard H/Z 8080 or 
Z80 computer. Both packages sell for $10 each. Contact Tom 
Bohon, P 0 Box 293, Olympia, WA 98507, and tell him you read 
about it in the SEBHC JOURNAL!

Our Publisher and Managing Editor, "Lenny" Geisler, tells 
me that he just lucked into an unbelievable thousand-pound, 
144-piece cache of factory new, unopened Heathkit and Zenith 
Data Systems EIGHT-BIT software $ Heath Educational packages! 
As soon as he’s able to do it, he’ll truck this stuff to our 
Ann Arbor headquarters, inventory it, and store it in a safe, 
cool, dry place. He says he hopes to have it completely 
listed with prices in the October edition.

Here’s a partial list of BRAND NEW, UNOPENED HDOS & CP/M 
items we shall be offering Real Soon Now:

* Complete Heathkit/Zenith Educational Systems packages 
for Programming in Microsoft BASIC, FORTRAN, COBOL, 
CP/M, etc.

* Microsoft SUPER CALC
» M8ASIC-80 (HDOS and CP/M)
* Assemblers
* Word Processors
4 Communiations software
» Some standard H/Z operating systems (as yet unkown)
» And miscellaneous unclassified stuff on 8-inch discs...

All original Heath and Zenith proprietory software (Heath- 
Zenith specific, such as CP/M-80, etc.) has original factory 
warranty registration documents enclosed. In a few cases you 
may not be able to get much help, but isn’t that why you 
subscribe to the SE8HC JOURNAL?!

There’s a quantity of dealer demo software packages also 
available for people who don’t mind reading manuals stamped 
with red warnings of “Not For Sale - For Demonstration Only". 
They’re all NEW, UNUSED software packages, and you can easily 
read the text through a sheet of red cellophane laid over the 
page. Demo packages will be cheaper than "virgin" software.

::> Please Note

SOFTWARE PROFITS DEDICATED TO KEEPING The JOURNAL SOLVENT!
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II DOS 3.0

A MENU SYSTEM FOR YOUR HDOS 3.0 
SYSTEM DISC 

by
Southern Associate Editor 

Allie C Lingo

Having heard promises for a batch file tutorial under HDOS 
3.0, I’ve been very patient, but havn’t yet seen anything in 
print. I needed such an article because I don’t remember 
half the time to start the HD0S-3.0 clock task on booting my 
system disc. My "forgettery" is better than my memory, so 
usually when I created a new disc, the default time would be 
stamped on the files rather than the correct time i date!

Anyone interested in HDOS 3.0 has probably heard that it 
supports execution of 'batch" files. But for those of you 
who don’t know about them, batch files are text files 
containing commands which are read by the HDOS-3 System 
Command Processor (SYSCMD). Batch filenames have ’.BAT’ as 
their extension. The HDOS-3 command processor automatically 
searches for and executes SYO:AUTOEXEC.BAT whenever the 
system is booted.

Note: HDOS 3.0—as does HDOS 2.0—will first look for and 
run SYO:PROLOGUE.SYS if it’s on the disc, otherwise it just 
continues the boot-up sequence or loads and runs AUTOEXEC.
BAT.

Basically, a batch file is a list (or batch) of commands 
which the system will execute in sequence just as if they 
were entered at the keyboard. Using a batch file, several 
commands may be executed with a minimum of key strokes, 
thus making life a little easier for the operator.

My attempt at making my system disc menu-driven uses an 
AUTOEXEC.BAT file which prompts me to set the clock, sets the 
PATH and runs a second file called MENU.BAT. A third batch 
file, PWRDWN.BAT, is called by MENU.8AT for the purpose of 
dismounting all the drives in preparation for turning off the 
system.

There are a few special characters for use in HDOS-3 batch 
files. Here’s a list of those I used in my '.BAT files:

$e : <ESC>ape character
S, : TAB character 
Sep : Reverse Video ON

S_ : NEW LINE character
Ss = SPACE character 
Seq = Reverse Video OFF

There are other special characters which may be used in HDOS- 
3 batch files; for a more complete list refer to the HDOS-3 
documentation on your distribution discs.

The first file I created was AUTOEXEC.BAT. On bootup it 
reminds me to enter the time by automatically starting the 
HDOS-3 clock task (start clock or st clock). Here’s the text

HOW TOI

of that file:

rem AUTOEXEC.BAT by A. Lingo 9/13/B9 
rem 
start clock 
echo off 
echo SeE 
PATH SYO: 
menu

The first two lines are REMARKS which are not executed. 
The third line automatically starts the clock task (start may 
be abbreviated as ’st’) and I am prompted to enter the time. 
I didn't put a line of code in to prompt for the date because 
the system does it anyway. The next line turns off echo to 
the screen so it doesn’t get cluttered up with all kinds of 
stuff. I didn’t turn the echo off before starting the clock 
just in case the clock task couldn’t override the echo-off 
command, or the clock task may turn the echo back on. Next, 
in the fifth line I want to echo to screen (SeE). The Se 
from our previous list is the <ESC>ape character, and when 
used with letter E clears the screen and homes the cursor. 
It’s similar to using 'PRINT CHR$(27)+“E“" in BASIC. Next we 
set the PATH so the system knows where to look for the files 
we’ll use. In this case I use SYO:. Last, but not least, we 
find 'menu'. This refers to batch file ‘MENU.BAT' which we 
want AUTOEXEC.BAT to run.

To recap: AUTOEXEC has started the clock, turned off 
echoing commands to screen, cleared the screen, set the path, 
and finally runs the MENU batch file.

The next file, 'MENU.BAT', is listed below:

rem MENU.BAT by A. Lingo 9/13/89 
rem 
echo off 
:8EGIN 
echo SeE
echo S.S.S,S.S.SsSsSepHDOS 3.0 SYSTEM DISK MENUSeq
echo $’$'$_$ $,$,$,$s$s$s$s$sPLEASE CHOOSE ONE...
ask !_$_$,$,SepFSeqormat a Disk SepSSeqysgen Formatted Disk 

SepPSeqower Down$_$_ [This line’s 80 columns wide — ed] 
if key - ’f ’ goto FORM 
if key = ’s’ goto SYSG 
if key - ’p’ run PWRDWN 
if not key = ’p’ goto BEGIN 
:FORM 
echo SeE 
RUN INIT 
goto BEGIN 
:SYSG 
echo SeE 
RUN SYSGEN 
goto BEGIN
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More HDOS 3.0 How To

I wrestled with how I wanted the menu to look on screen 
and finally decided that I preferred it to be as simple as 
possible and would use a minimum of keystrokes. Also, I 
wanted it to ask for specific keys to be pressed and ignore 
all others.

Originally I used one file for the menu and three smaller 
batch files to be called and run for the formatting of a 
disc, making a bootable disc from a formatted one, and lastly 
one for dismounting all the discs and notifying me that I 
could remove all discs and power down the system. This 
system worked fine but really was not what I wanted. I 
de." led that the menu program should do the bulk of the work, 
not several small batch files.

Getting back to the program, the first three lines have 
been previously discussed. The fourth line is a label named 
:8EGIN. Note the colon (:) which must preceed any label. A 
label is used in conjunction with a goto. 'Label' is defined 
as characters following a GOTO. To me it appears rather like 
an interstate information sign telling me where I could exit, 
get food, and so on. In the case of this file, the charac
ters after the GOTO informs us where the next code to be 
executed is located if a certain condition is met. The first 
line following the :BEGIN label clears the screen (ESC E) and 
homes the cursor. The next line echos the title of the menu 
to screen. The first combinations of $_ inserts a couple of 
new lines to space the title down on the screen and the next 
combinations of $, and $s is my attempt to center the line on 
the screen (NL,NL,TAB,TAB, TA8,SP,SP»). The next combina
tion— Sep—turns on reverse video, high-lighting the title 
'HDOS 3.0 SYSTEM DISK MENU". The combination following the 
title—Seq—turns off reverse video (Sep - ESC "p" and Seq : 
ESC "q" in standard H19 screen code).

The next line echos PLEASE CHOOSE ONE... to the screen and 
the same characters (mentioned above) likewised space this 
line down from the title and center it on the screen.

The next line is an ASK statement. Following ASK are 
characters which center the line. Please note those ESCape 
characters which are used to highlight the first letter of 
each menu selection. (If you copy these programs be sure 
that your ASK statement is all on one line!)

At the end of this statement are two combinations of 
This spaces the cursor down a couple lines. Originally I 
overlooked this and the cursor was stuck at the end of the 
menu selections. (I didn’t like the look of it.) Inciden
ts, the reason I used an ASK statement was to keep from 
having to type a carriage return after typing in the first 
letter for each menu selection, that is, using an ASX 
statement in combination with IF KEY : value statements. 
Just lazy I guess. In my case, the ASX statement shows our 
menu selections, waits for a key to be pressed then saves the

key’s value.

We earlier mentioned an IF KEY = value statement; these 
are the next four lines of code after the ASK statement. The 
first one checks to see if the value of the key pressed is 
equal to "f" (doesn't matter if it is upper or lower case) 
and if it is we ’GOTO’ the label :FORM and execute the code 
there to format a disc.

The same thing happens in the next two lines except that 
the value of the key pressed is checked to see if it is equal 
to "s" or "p".

The fourth IF KEY statement is a little different. I used 
this statement to ignore values of all other keys. That is, 
all key values not equal to "f‘, "s’ or "p". Except for 
Control C (CTRL-C <CR>), striking any key other than those 
wanted will return us to the label .-BEGIN, the screen is 
erased, the menu is re-displayed and we are again prompted 
for input. I almost forgot... You’re probably asking 
yourself about the IF KEY statement ending with "run PWR- 
DOWN". This statement is different, too. If the key value 
equals "p" then a batch file named PWRDWN.BAT is run which 
takes us to power down. I’ll get into this a little later.

We have now come to the second label called :FORM. The 
first line following clears the screen. Don’t assume the 
program to be run will clear the screen. The next line is 
then executed just as if we keyed it in at the system prompt. 
In this case, RUN INIT. We then follow the prompts of INIT 
and upon exiting INIT we will be returned to the next 
statement, a GOTO, which sends us to the label :BEGIN and 
displays the menu, again awaiting for us to enter a key
stroke. The third label, :SYSG works similarly except for 
the command RUN SYSGEN. If you wanted to SYSGEN a minimum 
disc SYSGEN/MIN could be substituted which would install only 
the necessary system files.

To recap, we find that the NENU.8AT batch file does quite 
a lot. It turns off echo-to-screen to prevent commands being 
executed from cluttering up our screen (and maybe our minds). 
It clears the screen and types the menu to screen and waits 
for our selection. Sensing our selection it checks to see if 
the keystroke is valid and if it is not will erase and re
display the menu. If we keyed in a valid keystroke the menu 
program will run the appropriate program and upon exiting the 
program will redisplay the menu.

The only thing left is to attempt to explain the third 
batch file called PWRDWN.BAT. I had originally hoped that I 
could have MENU.BAT take all the load, even for the power
down part. I tried putting the code in PWRDWN.BAT into a 
label called :PWRD but could not get it to work right... kept 
getting a "batch file not found error*. The code for PWR
DWN.BAT is:
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HDOS 3.0 Hov-y

re* PWRDWN.BAT by A. Lingo 9/13/89 
rem 
echo off 
echo SeE 
HD SY:\D 0: 
wait 2 
echo SeE
echo $ $ $,$,$s$s$s$s$s$s$ep»»»ALL DRIVES DISHOUNTED»»»$eq 
echo $ $ $,$,Remove ALL Disks and Turn Off Power, OR 
echo $'$’$,Install Bootable Disk in SYO:, Do a SHIFT-RESET, 

RE-BOOT [Line broken to fit column — ed]

The first four lines of PWRDWN.BAT have already been 
explained. The fifth line dismounts all units of the priaary 
device (HD SY: - multiple dismount of SY:), that is, it dis
mounts SY1:, SY2:, etc. The original version of HDOS 3 which 
I have doesn’t dismount SYO:. So I must use D 0: to dismount 
SYO: to get ready for power down. A backslash (\) separates 
the commands. The next line is WAIT 2. This holds the 
screen for a couple of seconds so I can see that all the 
drives have been dismounted. This line doesn't have to be in 
here—it just makes me feel better seeing the drives have 
been dismounted before the screen is cleared by the next 
line. Finally the last three lines echo to the screen that 
all the drives have been dismounted and that I can remove the 
discs and shut off the power or install a new bootable disc 
in SYO: and re-boot.

It is my hope that this article will spark some interest 
in HDOS 3 and using batch files with it. I would like to 
hear from others on the subject of batch files. Perhaps 
those who are much more knowledgable than I will put in their 
two cents-worth as it were. For example, I can envisage a 
batch menu system being created for a disc full of applica
tions programs. When the disc is booted, a menu of all the 
applications would be written to the screen, and with only 
one keystroke any listed application program would run. Upon 
exiting, the menu would reappear waiting for your next 
instruction...

Editor’s Notes:
Allie sent the text of this article to me on a double-sid

ed, 40trk HD0S-3.0 soft-sector disc. I tried to read it with 
HDOS 2.0 on Heather (my D-G Electronics Super89-CPU-equipped 
H89A) with absolutely no luck whatever! After a couple phone 
calls to Allie, we both decided that his HDOS-3 system didn’t 
like being run at 4Hc/S, so I fired up Hachibanko (my H8) and 
found she’d run HDOS 3 without the slightest hesitation!

Then I tried to run HUG’s HTOC.COH under CP/M so I could 
do a little 2-column text formatting for the JOURNAL, but 
HTOC didn’t recognise HDOS-3 text files! Somewhere in my 
stumblings I discovered that HDOS 3.0 recognises HDOS 2.0 
files and directories, so I INITed a new disc under HDOS 2.0 
and used HDOS 3.0 to successfully copy Allie’s files to the

To csoncs luded

HDOS 2.0 disc. HTOC.COH then read the files and cheerfully 
converted them to CP/M ASCII format. .

This let me get at the files for editing and putting them 
in two column form without further strain or pain! An 
editor's life easy it ain’t!

As soon as I can get this edition to bed and out the door 
I'll get really deep into HDOS 3.0 and all later permutations 
thereof—understand that it's now up to ver 3.20—if I can 
somehow wangle a copy from someone 'out there in 8-bit land*.

It's very interesting to see how close Bill Parrott *i Co' 
have made HDOS 3.xx function quite similar to ZDOS or HS-DOS. 
It makes much easier an operator’s transition between eight 
and sixteeen bit H/Z machines.

Now all I have to do is dig into all those HDOS 3.0 
application programs and find some way to get HDOS 3.xx to 
run equally well at either two or four Hc/second CPU clock 
rates...

An afterthough: Hy daughter has brought several ibmpc and 
HS-DOS 'compatible' packages of test software to run on ay 
H120 under ZPC (Pat Swayne’s ibmpc emulation software). Host 
of them work pretty good but I can’t help noticing that they 
are not as fast as similar stuff on my H8, say—for example 
HICROSOFT’s SUPERCALC. Sure, the screen graphics are im
pressive, but because of ibm's penny-pinching single-minded 
one-CPU architecture, those sample software graphics routines 
severely put the brakes on my H120’s program execution speed! 
(It has the 8Hc/S clock upgrade installed and runs Z-DOS and 
other HS-DOS software really wizard!)

Why spend gobs of money for fancy software to run on an 
outrageously-priced system unless you think upholding your 
fancy-schmancy yuppy image is somehow REALLY important?!

OR SALE... FOR SALE... FOR SALE... FOR SALE... FOR SAL

16-BIT HARDWARE-PLUS-SOFTWARE PACKAGE
==> S U R P L U S, VIRTUALLY N E W <==

"S-100" U.S. ROBOTICS INTERNAL 300/1200 BAUD HODEH w/documen- 
tation, telephone I/O cable and Hilgraeve’s fully-documented 
’ACCESS' modem program. Runs in any H/ZlOO-series computer. 
Will ship anywhere in USA or Canada via prepaid UPS for the 
sacrifice price of U.S. $100. Hail your order L cheque (U.S. 
funds only, please) to L E Geisler, 895 Starwick Drive, Ann 
Arbor, HI 48105. Please phone first to ensure it’s still 
avialable... 313-662-0750 H-F, 9am - 6pm H-F, only.

WANTED... HELP WANTED... HELP WANTED... HELP WANTED...

Running HDOS 3.0 in my H89 w/2 internal floppies, planning on 
adding a hard drive but need information from users having 
experience with Hicronics Technology ST-225/125 internal set
up. Kia Walch, 110 Hadeira S E 1310, Albuquerque, NH 87108.
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L.OOKT'T WHDT

WRITE A CP/M SUBmit FILE and SAVE A HARRIED SOUL! 
by

Leonard E Geisler

The wife of a suddenly-deceased, former member of the 
defunct A»SQR«HUG (Ann Arbor HUG) has been depending on me 
for lots of technical support for somewhat more than a year. 
She and her husband were fairly high-level Amway products 
distributors. When he died, her husband left her with an H89 
which was verging upon self-destructing, absolutely NO work
ing knowledge of the computer, and several thousand dollars- 
worth of unfilled orders awaiting processing! He did leave 
scads of scribbled fragmentary notes, but they weren’t in any 
logical order. Some even dated back five years or more! You 
can imagine the tremendously-ugly chore staring her in the 
face, not to mention her emotional state of mind!

Moral: Even if you don’t expect to die in the very near 
future, at least prepare a brief set of operating notes for 
your survivor(s) use! And inscribe on its’ first page in BIG 
scarlet letters: "DO NOT LET ANY IBM COMPUTER USER WITHIN 
100 MILES OF THIS H/Z MACHINE, OR EVEN TELL THEM ABOUT IT!' 
This may prevent some well-meaning but highly ignorant 
sixteen-bit "computer expert" from trying to help by "reset
ting" the H89 while it’s running a program (and not printing 
on-screen) by switching off the A-C power. Imagine what that 
did this poor lady's working discs and files, and her 
composure!

Having put in a full three months on getting this lady’s 
machine back into proper operating condition, I’ve spent a 
similar amount in learning how to run that gosh-awful bug- 
filled "proprietory" Amway accounting software. It had been 
written in an obscure CP/M BASIC dialect, then COMPILED! As 
her original working discs had been trashed, I had to buy a 
copy of ANAPRO’s EMULATE program so I could convert Amway’s 
Magnolia-format CP/M distribution discs to run under Heath’s 
CP/M. Eventually I developed a vague idea of what the pro
grams did, but not the how or why of them. And the software 
manual was absolutely NO help whatever (it was written by a 
programmer for other programmers).

Computer finally up and running, the lady’s business need
ed tending to. There I couldn’t help, except when the compu
ter appeared to hang up. Then I’d dash over to the south 
side of town, spend an hour or two getting the machine to 
acknowledge that I knew how to make it run, then persuade 
its’ owner it was safe to resume work. Often I’d stay a 
while, watching machine and operator function until I was 
satisfied everything was back on a reasonably even keel.

Every time I went on one of these calls I’d leave a fresh 
set of operating instructions written in the plainest English 
I know. This would serve her until work began to dangerously 
pile up, then she’d have a part-time "computer literate" girl

I DON E DID!

come in and help out. Usually the part-timer did a good job, 
but occasionally she and the computer would fly into a smt. 
Usually I could talk her through them over the phone.

Eventually these ladies became comfortable with the H89, 
but at every month’s end Amway’s miserably-slow software 
would take more than SIX HOURS to close out all accounts and 
transfer records! I replaced her Heath CPU with a D-G 
Electronics Super89 CPU set to run at 4Mc/Sec clock speed. 
This has greatly reduced close-out time, but next the part- 
timer gets a new job, so we're back almost to square one.

The lady’s husband had regularly backed up his Amway data 
discs at month’s end—it was easy because she’d be taking 
care of other tasks. Now she continues to back up files 
every month, but she’s usually doing twenty different jobs 
simultaneously. It’s easy for her to get rattled and some
times miss a step or two which often results in chaos! When 
it comes to running the backup procedure, the slightest 
"operator malfunction" means Terminal Disaster!

To get around this roadblock I wrote a simple one-screen 
set of plain-English instructions and saved it on her system 
disc (internal drive A:). Then I ran D-G’s C0NFIG80 and set 
warm boot AUTO to TYPE the file AMWAY.TXT. Now, whenever she 
boots the interal drive, she immediately sees the not-easy- 
to-avoid message telling her, "Remove all discs froa both ex
ternal drives, insert a blank disc in 8:, the data disc in 
C:, then enter EX AMNAY<cr>*. This loads EX.COM which reads 
AMWAY.SUB and automatically runs this 6-line CP/M submit file 
(which virtually eliminates her "backup blahs’):

FORMAT B: TO DS,ED*M
Y
PUTSYS C: TO B:
PIP B:=C:».«[V]
PDIR C:
PDIR 8:

(AM is CP/M's line-feed command) 
(Runs FORMAT'S internal FBAD) 
(Runs D-G SYSGEN utility) 
(Copies & verifies all files) 
(Hardcopies disc directories
for comparison)

It finishes with a freshly-copied backup disc and the two 
printed directories (not necessary but calms one’s nerves).

I haven’t tried a similar auto routine under plain CP/M as 
Livingston Logics Labs’ D-G Super89 BIOS-80 software does so 
much more with only a key-stroke or two than distributed 
versions! Wonder if any readers might like to try something 
like this? We shall be delighted to print your work in the 
SEBHC JOURNAL. And you’ll get a one-year extension to your 
present subscription, as well as seeing your work published.

Note: If Associate Editor Allie Lingo hadn’t sent us his 
HDOS-3 article I might never have even tried writing any kind 
of 8-bit automatic routine. Thanks for the inspiration—your 
example encouraged me to experiment! In fact, I’ve written a 
few batch-type (ZDOS and CP/M85) routines for my H120...

EX.COM
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* FOR YOUR I N FORMAT TON *

Associate Editor Rick Swenton has sent us a Preliminary 
Copy of the manual for his "X1O.COM - CP-290 Interface Soft
ware for CP/M". You’re asking, "What’s a CP-290?!" if, like 
me, you just skim through the latest Heathkit or Radio-Shack 
catalogue until you get to the "good, computer stuff. You 
need more information, and here it is:

Briefly, the CP-290 Interface is a major component of the 
X-10 System Home Power control unit. A properly-installed 
computer interface unit connected to your home computer (H8, 
H/Z89, etc.) can be programmed to make the house it lives in 
run virtually self controlled. The X-10 almost fully- 
automates a dwelling, turns lights, appliances, radios, TVs, 
security alarms, etc., on and off at the owner's whim, 
desire, or needs. In short, it’s an electronic majordomo! 
What’s more, it can be set up to answer the phone when you 
call home from anywhere in the world and be made to do any 
task you’ve programmed into it.

The X-10 has many practical applications. For example, 
you can get a wireless remote-control package which lets you 
turn on selected lights from up to 150 feet away from your 
home. There also is a Timer Command Console which lets you, 
among other things, set various lights throughout the home to 
turn on and off RANDOMLY to give it a people-are-at-home look 
to crusing breakin artists. It is a Real Powerhouse system!

The system's formal name is "X-10 Powerhouse'. It's sold 
by X-IO(USA), Inc., 185A Le Grand Avenue, Northvale, NJ 
07647, phone 201-784-9700 or 800-526-0027. At present the X- 
10 is selling for $49.95. Various add-on modules sell from 
about $19.95 to 49.95 each. Heathkit lists a number of X-10 
products in the latest (Christmas) catalogue--we suggest you 
refer to it for more technical details and prices of the var
ious modules.

The X-10 is also sold with different names by many Yuppie- 
type catalogues. Radio Shack sells it renamed as "Plug’n’- 
Power" and other vendors carry similar (if not identical) de
vices such as Stanley’s Lightmaker. And even Sears has one.

Whatever the brand name, they all have two basic types of 
controllable modules, one for incandescent lights only (uses 
triac switches which also work as lamp dimmers), and one for 
appliances. The latter are universal in application and use 
a-c relay contacts to apply power to inductive loads.

You’ve been dreaming of computerising your home but didn’t 
because there wasn't any software for your H/Z 8-bit machine? 
Cheer up! Rick Swenton’s X-10 29OP interface software lets 
you use your computer’s serial modem 1/0 port to pre-program 
the 290P with up to 128 combinations of light and appliance 
settings! Then disconnect the module, and free up the modem 
port for other duties. The interface module then carries out 
all its’ pre-programmed commands... More, NEXT MONTH!

Subscriber Al 8jorling sent us a most interesting piece of 
text: SIGMPOS.PAP (translated, that’s Sig/M Position Paper). 
If you’ve been wondering what was going on with Sig/M's CP/M 
public-domain software, here’s a condensation of their Paper:

’This paper has been prepared to inform interested readers 
of the current state of Sig/M, and [to] make suggestions as 
to what Sig/M should be doing in the future, and lay ground
work for going in that direction.

"For many readers Sig/M may be an unknown acronym. To un
derstand what Sig/M is, how it came into being, and what it 
does (and intends to do) here is a short history:

"In the early days of computing the first operating system 
in wide use on microcomputers was CP/M-80 designed to control 
8080 and ZBO microprocessors. Then also there were very few 
programs for use with this brand-new system and computers us
ing it. Out of this need the CP/M Users Group and CPMUG li
brary was formed to provide a means of storing and sharing 
the works of various software authors.

"For a long time this concept flourished and grew; every
one using microcomputers helped each other without competi
tion because there was plenty of work for everyone. Early 
contributors read like a Who’s Who of personal computing, and 
includes the names of industry pioneers Ward Christensen, Don 
Tarbell, Bruce Ratoff, Don Fowler, and many others.

"Eventually Sig/M was founded because CPMUG’s software was 
being distributed by Lifeboat Associates, a commercial firm, 
which would not release [public domain] software which compe
ted with Lifeboat’s own programs. 'Sig/M' means Special In
terest Group - CP/M, It was set up by and is controlled by 
the non-profit Amateur Computer Group of New Jersey (ACGNJ) 
with the object of preventing conflict between public-domain 
and commercial software. Sig/M was very active until the 
mid-80s which brought introduction of IBM’s PC and MS-DOS to 
the microcomputer world and subsequent formation of the 'P-C 
Blue Library’ by the New York Amateur Computer club.

"The P-C Blue library is mainly applications software 
submitted as 'shareware' of which about B81 is without source 
code. But Sig/M’s is mostly utilities and program develop
ment tools, and source code is included. The MS-DOS commun
ity grew without ready availability of source code. In con
trast CP/M users have created a large body of CP/M-86 soft
ware (with source code intact) by converting existing CP/M-80 
programs and it’s available to MS-DOS users virtually free.

"Most MS-DOS software developers are tied up by Microsoft 
non-disclosure agreements and can’t release the fruits of 
their labors without facing lawsuits and loss of working re
lationship with Microsoft and other firms...

"Sig/M software distribution stopped when Glen Dusch (he’d 
been in charge of Sig/M's post office box) had a stroke. Re
sulting library operation has been very fragmentary because 
no one was able to handle library distribution. Sig/M soft
ware is still available on CompuServe and numerous private 
CP/M-user’s bulletin boards, and as re-organisation proceeds 
we hope it will again become available by retail mail order."

X1O.COM
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Catalog No. Description Price
V-l = Volume I (Numbers 1 thru 12) Aug-86 - Jul-87...$22.50*
V-II = Volume II (Nos 1 thru 12) Aug-87 — Jul-88.... $22.50*
V-III = Volume III (Nos 1 thru 12) Aug-88 - Jul-89....$22.50« 
Special discount: * Any TWO Volumes for $40.50 (Save $4.50)

Order No. V-X = All THREE Volumes for $57.38 (15% OFF!)
SI-(V#,I#) A SINGLE ISSUE FROM ANY ABOVE VOLUME YEAR...$5.00

RENEWALS or NEW ONE AND TWO YEAR SUBSCRIPTIONS
Order No. R-l = Regular One Year Subscription.......... $17.50
Order No. A-l = AIR MA1L/NON-U.S. 1-Year Subscription..$25.00
Order No. R-2 = Regular Two Year Subscription.......... $33.50
Order No. A-2 = AIR MAIL/NON-U.S. 2-Year Subscription..$45.00

SPECIAL INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR SUBSCRIPTION
All subscriptions start the month in which we receive your 

order. Renewals continue from month of expiration (example: 
your address label name reads "John Smythe [999.8.89]". If 
we received payment in or before August, 1989 you would 
receive another ful1 year and your label name would then read 
"John Smythe (999.8.90)".)

SOFTWARE DISCS
Order No. Description Price
CGD#0S 40trk ss soft-sector CP/M-80 Games Disc #0..... $ 6.96

(Assorted games & utilities)
CGD#0H 40trk ss HARD-sector CP/M-80 Games Disc #0.....$ 7.96
HPCP#0S 40trk ss soft-sector HDOS 2.0 "Programmer’s CARE

Package" Disc #0 (Misc .ABS & .BAS utilities)..$ 3.00
HPCP#0H 40trk ss HARD-sector HDOS 2.0 "Prgrmr’s CARE"..$ 3.66
WSKPS 40trk ss soft-sector WordStar CP/M Version 4

H/Z19/89 Keypatch for Special Function Keys....$ 12.50
WSKPH 40trk ss HARD-sector WordStar Keypatch......... $13.50
HTXTS 40trk ss soft-sector TeXT PROcessor DEMO disc..$ 2.50 

Version 4.1 for HDOS 2.0, 3.0
HTXTH 40trk ss HARD-sector TeXT PROcessor DEMO disc..$ 2.50
CTXTS 40trk ss soft-sector TeXT PROcessor DEMO disc..$ 2.50

Version 4.1 for H/Z CP/M-80
CTXTH 40trk ss HARD-sector TeXT PROcessor DEMO disc..$ 2.50

Notes
1 - Please make all payments ONLY with U.S. Dollar 
cheques or Money Orders. We can’t take foreign cur
rency .
2 - Allow six weeks for single back-issue copies.
3 - Discs and bound volumes take from five to 20 days 
for us to process and ship to you.
4 — Please remove bottom half of opposite page and 
enter your order on it and send to us with payment.
5 - When renewing subscription or ordering be sure to 
include your mailing label with order.
N.B Postage/shipping is included in all prices.
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LETTERS FOL TOY

Our 'NAIL BOX* feature has been provided as an open form 
for the free exchange of H/Z 8-bit computer inforaation be
tween al) subscribers and readers of the SEBHC JOURNAI. Me 
ask all correspondants to keep their letters reasonably con
cise and preferrably around 250 aords aaxiaua length (about 
six screens, 24 lines/screen of ASCII text). The JOURNAL 
shall exercise its’ right to condense letters exceeding this 
recoaaended aaxiaua unless that aight destroy their intent 
or aeaning. In such cases ae shall contact the ariter.

The SEBHC JOURNAL RESERVES THE RIGHT TO REEUSE TO PRINT 
any letter containing profanity, derogatory racist, or sex
ist reaarks, specific political or libelous stateaents of 
any nature directed toaard any individual or organisation. 
The JOURNAL will not knoaingly publish aalicious fabrica
tions, lies, or distortions of fact, but will take appropri
ate legal action against any individual(s) uttering thee.

DISCLAIMER

Reviews, editorial references, and advertiseaents in the 
SEBHC JOURNAL should not be taken as authorative endorse- 
aents of any products or services. Opinions expressed in 
the JOURNAL are based on the individual’s experiences and 
shall not in any May be considered as official endorsaent or 
certification, nor do they reflect intensive technical 
analysis as aight be provided by a professional testing 
fira. Although ae do not knowingly publish fraudulent 
aatenals, we shall not be held liable for any daaages 
arising froa purchase or use of any product. People having 
coaplaints about goods or services purchased froa our 
advertisers are urged to send us written notification of 
their specific coaplaints so that we aay take any action 
which we deea appropriate. Caveat eaptor!

Editorial Staff
Publisher/Managing editor 
South East Associate Editor 
North East Associate Editors

Leonard E Geisler
Allie C Lingo, Dierks, AR
Brian L Hansen, Killingworth, CT
Rick Swenton, Bristol, CT

Detach before filling out & mailing...
'flic S u T> scsripxtiorx Or-<1<: r- Li l rink

Name__________________________________
Mai1ing Address______________________
______________C i t y__________________

State/Prov_
Zip/PO Code____ _ Country
Phone number(s)______ 
H/Z Computer: H8| ] H88/891J H90[ ]
Oper Sys: HDOS Ver CP/M Ver
Other (show as ZCPR, etc.) 
Computer used mainly for
Favourite Programming Lanugage(s)

Order No. Qty Price ea Total
I 1 f 1 $ $
( 1 [ 1 $ $
I 1 [ 1 $ $
[ ] E 1 $ $
i ] I I $ 4ft

I 1 1 ) $ $
E ] [ 1 i ■ $
1 _] 1 _ 1 $ $

Total of this order: $
Please, NO C.O.D. orders!

=> Please Pay by Cheque or Money Order Made Out to: L E Geisler <= 
NOTE—From 1-Dec-88, only bound copies of Volume I and Volume II.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ORDER!
Rev 1890725
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» The SF8HC JOURNAl is published once a ionth and strives to 
be tailed by the 20th of a ionth. Editorial copy deadline is 
the 10th of every tenth (leather t holidays periitting).

» Subscriptions: $17.5O/year in Canada, Mexico, USA and its’ 
possessions. FIRST Cl ASS and FOREIGN are US$25/year. Sub 
scriptions start the aonth following order receipt. PLEASE 
MAKE CHEQUES or MONEY ORDERS PAYABIE TO L E GEISLER, NOT 'the 
'9URNAL* or ‘SEBHC*. Single back-issue copies are available 
at $7.50 each. See order blank for bound volute discounts.

» Subscribers are autotatically Society of Eight-Bit Heath 
Cotpulensts tetbers. Metber's subscription nutber and 
expiration follows their naae on tailing label. The three 
aeaber classes are: REGULAR (voting H/Z 8-bit user) ADVER
TISING (one vote/vendor) and ASSOCIATE (non-8-bit coaputer- 
ist, library, etc). REGULAR tetbers can hold any elective 
Society office. ASSOCIATE tetbers cannot hold office or 
vote. The Society’s official yearly aeeting place and tiae 
is announced every July in the JOURNAL. Advance registration 
of US$25 for each attendee no later than 30 July, please.

» All advertising is printed Free Of Charge. Vendors: Please 
do subtit your B4W ’caaera-reacy* ad copy, 7*u x 9*h (1 page 
to an issue) no later than the 10th of tonth in which it’s 
scheduled to appear. All Society tetbers can run one new 
free 250-word (taxitue) Unclassified Rant Ad every tonth.

* All subsribers/ietbers are urged to sublit their H/Z-orien 
ted cotputer articles on disc in standard ASCII foriat ratner 
than as hard copy. If a word needs to be etphasised o' 
italicised please insert these sytbols PRECEEDING the woro 
[EMPH] for etphasise, [ITAl) for italics. Ne’U return your 
disc after copying it and will gladly copy any SEBHC JOURNAl 
software disc onto it. Note: Me can’t pay authois but we do 
extend their subscription another year for a published 
article.

» The SF8HC JOURNAl is coeposed, edited and published by L E 
Geisler at 895 Starwick Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48105. Pnone 
313-662-0750, 9a« - 6p« Eastern Tue, Monday thru Friday. 
Other tiaes (EMERGENCIES ONLY): 313-769-6052 (residence).
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